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NORTHWOOD RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION 
 

Extracts from the minutes of Zoom Meeting 11 May 2021, 8pm  
 

Present: Tony Ellis, Valerie Mellor, Trevor Sherling, Ros Plume, Hoda Lacey, Philip Green, Paul Barker, 

Peter Lansdown, Andrew Egan, Miles Gillman, Sue Mansfield, Amir Lakha, Sunil Shah, Rashmi Chauhan 

 

1 Apologies:   Vijay Indran 

 

 

2. Minutes of 13 April Meeting were approved.  

   

3. 

 

4. 

Matters Arising: 

None.    

 

Correspondence. 

From RP: 

Comment from a member about the litter problem in Northwood. He cited the area near 

the station car park and Green Lane in general and wondered what could be done 

practically. Email passed to AE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. IT Future 

From RP 

• Website. Cathy and I have really enjoyed finding our way around the 

development site and populating various pages. Fortunately, Emma was able to 

import all of the News items en masse, so there was little extra work required 

there. 

• Cathy has done a lot of work on the images to understand the different ways in 

which they can be manipulated. She has set up all of the galleries. 

• We have had two more virtual meetings with Emma, Sunil attended the first, the 

second was just to tie up a few loose ends. 

• Thank you to the committee members who explored the development site and sent 

comments. No-one found any technical issues, a few comments related to content 

which apply to the current site as well. 

• In the meantime, I have endeavoured to keep both sites up to date, posting items 

on both. 
 

• Go Live date.  I have taken a calculated risk by announcing the new website in 

the newsletter due to be delivered to Paul on Friday 14th May. Emma and Stephen 

will be performing the changeover from the Joomla site to the WordPress site 

overnight on Thursday 13th May. If there happens to be a hiccup, I shall post an 

explanation on the Joomla site, but I have every confidence in the experts. 
 

• Membership database. The current database will remain on Stephen’s server and 

will be accessed via a link in the footer of the new website. 
 

The new web site should be publicized by an e-mail and a notice on the Notice Board 
highlighting the greater suitability of the layout for phones and tablets. 
It was decided that the Association should have a strap line. All asked to suggest one. A 
gallery of old Northwood photos was also suggested. 
 

 
 
 
From SS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MG 

 

All 
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1. Membership Database  
We have begun evaluating the existing Membership database with a view to upgrading it to 
enable easier access for Road Stewards as well as committee members. We are considering 
introducing cashless payments. More details to follow.  
 
2. eMail addresses for Exec Committee members  
All committee members will start using @northwoodresidents.co.uk email addresses. This will 
enable centralised administration of NRA’s business emails.  
 
SS advised that there will be development, hosting and software charges, which he will outline 
at the next meeting. 
 

It has been suggested that we become a charity, as there would be a number of 

advantages to this. SM outlined some of the major considerations we would have to 

consider, so that they can be discussed at a future meeting. SM and RC to discuss 

further. SS to investigate insurance implications of our holding data and discuss with 

TE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RC SM 

 

 

SS 

   

6. TfL Development 

No further news 

 

 

7. MVH Cancer Centre. 

 
No further news 

 

 

8. Northwood and Pinner Cottage Hospital 

 

TS and TE have met Cllr David Simmonds MP and the local councillors. It is clear that 

the application for planning permission made by the NHS to convert the Hospital building 

to a Health Centre and build 70 flats on the existing Health Centre site may well be 

approved, despite the seven pages of objections from the NRA and NHRA. The main 

concern would then be to try to ensure that any conditions put on the development are 

adhered to. 

 

 

 

9. AGM 

The church administrator has confirmed our provisional booking for Thursday 30th 

September, 7pm to 10pm. 

 

 

 

  

 

10. May Newsletter 

From RP 

Thank you to all who submitted their reports on time, I was able to send it off to the 

printer as planned and PB should be in receipt of the delivery on Friday 14th 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 Repurposing High Street Shops 

 

No further comment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Jubilee Event 2022  
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MG reported that the core team has already met and have co-opted two more; the full 

team will meet shortly to begin the planning process. 
A donation of £500 as ‘seed corn’ for the project was approved. 

 

MG 

 

 

 

13. Comments on Reports in the Appendix 

 

 

13a Woods and Open Spaces  

The cattle have been returned to Poor’s Field. MG asked to pursue notices to advise 

walkers about keeping dogs on leads when close to them. 
 

 

 

13b Environment 

AE asked that photographs of litter be sent to him to try to get action taken. 
 

 

ALL 

13c Health 

It was noted that the process for getting GP appointments has changed across the 

country and different practices have different processes. 

 

 

13d Planning 

No further comments. 

 

 

 

 

13e Traffic and Highways  

PL will take up the situation at the junction of Green Lane and Rickmansworth Road 

with LBH again. 

 

 

13f Finance 

Nothing further on this  

 

 

13g Police 

The web site photo of the Police Station will be changed, as it is being sold and is no 

longer a Police Station. 

 

 

RP 

13h Membership 

A new ARS for the Carew Road area is needed. 

 

 

13i Business 

HL thanked SS for his help in the High Street. HL will need future help in Green Lane 

and High Street.  

 

 

13j Communications 

From RP: 

• 1566 visits made by 1509 users during April. I believe that this is a record. Many 

repeat visits may have been made by those working on the new website, but that 

doesn’t account for the number of individual users; there were 1614 views of the 

Blood Tests at Mount Vernon page with a peak of 500 on 13th April. 

• Posted on website since last report: 

o Working Party for Rec 

o Info re Friends of Northwood Rec under Groups 

o Mount Vernon Cancer Centre, Green Space for Health 

o Container for Malawi 

o Michael Sobell Hospice Plant sale 
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14. AOB 

 
All were reminded that their reports are now copied into the minutes and put on the 

web site. 

It was agreed that we should each state at the next meeting (max. one minute) what 

we think should be in the minutes of these meetings and where they should be 

available after the meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL 

   

 

 

The meeting ended at 21:55 

 

Next Meeting: Tuesday 8 June 2021 
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Appendix: REPORTS 
 

Woods and Open Spaces 
 

Through a contact of Philip in Copse Wood I was informed of yet another breach of sewage into the 

overflow storm water pipe that leads into the woods. This is a long standing problem that I was led to 

believe had been solved. After several communications with Thames and Cllr. Lavery at LBH I was 

pleasantly surprised how quickly I saw Thames workman arrive on the scene. I have now been informed by 

Cll. Lavery that... 

 

"Further to our previous correspondence Thames Water have now identified a sewage connection that has 

not been made correctly. They are checking for others. The sandbags are temporary to prevent sewage 

flowing further." 

 

I have informed the resident who was directly involved but I'm not holding my breath that this is the end of 

the story.  

 

When speaking to Thames I pointed out a different problem that the Golf Course stream seems to be running 

down through a crack in the stream bed. They investigated and verbally reported back that there could 

potentially be a sinkhole under that area of the course.  

 

Apart from that there is no new news for the woods. 

 

Miles Gillman 
 

 

 

 

21-05-NRA Environment Report 
 

Path damage on Public Footpath by R37 & & R38 Northwood, near entrance to The Common 
The wooden elevated path over often waterlogged ground as the Northwood golf courses converge 
towards the muddy pond on The Common has disintegrated through age, and is now in a dangerous 
condition.  In my opinion it is beyond repair and is in urgent need of replacement  as a Health & Safety 
hazard.    If a walker or runner trips up and falls, or a biker crashes and sustains an injury when using this 
planked walkway, Hillingdon Council can be sued for failure to upkeep a by-way or recognised public 
footpath. 
 
Goods on street placed outside the new hardware shop in Maxwell Road 
The operators of the new Hardware shop in Maxwell Rd appear to like having a regular goods display 
outside their premises.  This has been negatively commented upon by residents as being out of keeping 
with the area.   Hillingdon Council has been asked to investigate this. 
 
Thames Water / Flooding Mitigation 
T.W. has been actively undertaking camera surveys around Hills Lane and is due to next report on 
findings/progress by 27 May. 

. 

Andrew Egan 
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Health Report 
 

COVID- 19 

Nearly 30 million have receive first dose of COVID-19 vaccine 

Nearly 30 million adults, in England, have received their first vaccine dose, and nearly 15 million have 

now had their second jab. 

If they are 40 or over, or turn 40 before 1 July 2021, have a health condition that puts them at greater 

risk, are a health or social care worker or an unpaid carer, and they haven’t booked their first dose yet, 

the time to do so is now. They can find out how at nhs.uk/covid-vaccination or by phoning 119. People 

are also urged to come back for their second dose when they are contacted or if they have an appointment 

booked. 

 

Those who booked online can remind themselves of the place and the time of their second dose using the 

‘manage my appointments’ section at nhs.uk. 

If they’re eligible but unable to book through the national booking service, they can speak to their GP 

(NHS England). 

Mount Vernon Hospital, Northwood 

The Minor Injuries Unit at Mount Vernon Hospital has been available since 19th April 2021. Patients will be 

seen by appointment - can be made by phoning NHS111. 

There are no X-ray facilities after 4:00pm. Blood Tests can be done by booking through the Mount Vernon 

Hospital Website or through own GP. Surgical operations and Outpatients Clinics taking place as normal. 

There are no Covid-19 patients at the Hospital. 

 

Hillingdon Hospital 

Outpatients Department operating as normal – patient has to attend alone. However, lot of consultations done 

on the phone. No blood tests. They need to be done in a local clinic. X-Ray facilities available (Mon-Fri 9-5) 

Surgery procedures taking place as normal. Covid cases in the Hospital? –Last week no cases. This week no 

information received. ICU on alert for any cases.  

Harefield Hospital 

No visitors allowed. Outpatients Department working as normal – patient has to attend alone. Surgery 

procedures being carried out as normal. Blood Tests and X-ray facilities available as normal. Covid cases in 

the Hospital? – Not sure 

Watford General Hospital 

Outpatients Department functioning as normal. Blood Tests being done through Appointments. Surgery 

procedures taking place normally. X-ray facilities available as normal. Covid cases in the Hospital? – Can’t 

tell you.   

Spire Bushey Hospital 

Normal services 

Bishops Wood BMI Northwood Hospital 

Normal services 

 
Amir Lakha  

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-vaccination/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-vaccination/
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NRA / LBH Northwood Ward Planning Report : May 2021 (21:05 Planning NRA) 
 
Planning Applications – No Objection / Comment   
 

Validation 
Date 

Address Application Detail  

1st April 
2021 

THE OLDE 

NORTHWOOD PH 142 

PINNER ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Details pursuant to discharge conditions Nos. 3 (Materials), Nos. 

4(Landscaping), Nos.6(Parking Allocation), Nos.7 (SUDs), Nos.8 

(Ground Investigations ) and 10 (Step Free Access) of planning 

permission Ref: 73773/APP/2020/3002 dated 18/02/2021 

(Conversion of public house to residential use to provide 4 self-

contained flats including habitable roofspace and roof terrace, 

demolition of existing garages and rear element and the erection of 

2 x two storey, dwellings with habitable roofspace including parking 

and amenity space and external works) 

 

9th 
February 
2021 

3 COPSE WOOD WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Erection of a two and a half storey 5 x bed dwelling with associated 

parking and amenity space including demolition of existing dwelling 

(Amended Application) 

 

13th April 
2021 

16 COPSE WOOD WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension including demolition of existing 

conservatory 

 

13th April 
2021 

26 HALLAND WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Conversion of existing conservatory for habitable use and porch to 

front. 

  

16th April 
2021 

1 VANTAGE MEWS 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension.  

12th April 
2021 

4 ROFANT ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension (Application for a Certificate of Lawful 

Development for a Proposed Development). 

  

14th April 
2021 

22 NICHOLAS WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey outbuilding to rear for use as a gym (Application for a 

Certificate of Lawful Development for a Proposed Development) 

  

7th April 
2021 

15 HALLAND WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Construction of flat roof Veranda over the existing patio (Application 

for a Certificate of Lawful Development for a Proposed 

Development). 

  

12th April 
2021 

6 ROGERS RUFF 

NORTHWOOD 

Details pursuant to discharge condition no.3 (Arboricultural Report) 

of planning permission ref: 26104/APP/2019/2085 dated 

14/08/2019 (Variation of condition 3 (Tree Protection) of planning 

permission Ref: 26104/APP/2018/2847 dated 05/04/2019 (Two 

storey, 6-bed detached dwelling with habitable roof space and 

annex, involving demolition of existing dwelling) to alter the tree 

report) 

 

8th April 
2021 

COPSE COTTAGE 

RICKMANSWORTH 

ROAD NORTHWOOD 

Conversion of garage to habitable use for use as an annex with 

alterations to elevations (Application for a Certificate of Lawful 

Development for a Proposed Development). 

 

14th April 
2021 

25 DENE ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Variation of condition number 11 (crime) of planning permission 
46479/APP/2020/3055 dated 29/01/2021 to amend the condition 
(Replacement of existing buildings with a 2.5 storey building 
comprising 5 x 3-bed and 3 x 2-bed self contained flats, parking, 
landscaping works and widening of vehicular crossover to front) 

Application to 
defer 
compliance 
with Condition 
11 from prior to 
commencement 
of development 
to prior to 
occupation 
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13th April 
2021 

16 MURRAY ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension.  

12th April 
2021 

KASHIBA HOUSE 

NORTHGATE 

NORTHWOOD 

Erection of 2-storey rear and side extension with dormer windows 
and rooflights 

  

22nd April 
2021 

NORTHWOOD COLLEGE 

EDUCATIONAL 

FOUNDATION 

MAXWELL ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Proposed replacement of the existing canopy and replacement of 
ventilation equipment on the southern and western elevations of 
the canteen block 

 

21st April 
2021 

GREENACRES 

NORTHGATE 

NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery, 
including a height reduction by 
5m to three Hornbeams (G1 on 
application) and a height 
reduction by 3m to one 
Hornbeam (T1 on application), all 
within Area 1 on TPO 400 

Whilst there is no detailed Arboricultural Report 
attached to the application justifying the proposed 
work, there is a statement saying it is an insurance 
company requirement. 

23rd April 
2021 

26A FRITHWOOD 

AVENUE NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery 
including a crown reduction to 
previous points One Copper 
Beach T10 on TPO 15 

Whilst there is no detailed Arboricultural Report 
attached to the application justifying the proposed 
work, there is a statement saying the reduction will 
be to previous reduction points. 

23rd April 
2021 

2 LOWSWOOD CLOSE 

NORTHWOOD 

Two storey front extension, conversion of garage to habitable use, 
first floor side extension, part two storey part single storey rear 
extension, conversion of roofspace to habitable use to include 2 x 
front and 2 x rear dormers and 3 x side rooflights with alterations to 
fenestration. 

 

20th April 
2021 

44 REGINALD ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension and first floor rear infill extension  

26th April 
2021 

49 ELGOOD AVENUE 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey outbuilding to rear for use as a office/cinema/tea 
room/ storage and golf driving range (Application for a Certificate of 
Lawful Development for a Proposed Development). 

 

21st April 
2021 

3 COPSE WOOD WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Two storey rear extension (Application for a Certificate of Lawful 
Development for a Proposed Development) 

 

26th April 
2021 

3 COPSE WOOD WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey side/rear extension (Application for a Certificate of 
Lawful Development for a Proposed Development). 

 

26th April 
2021 

31 NICHOLAS WAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Details pursuant to discharge conditions 3 (Materials), 4 (Method 
Statement) , 5 (Landscape) and 9 (Construction Logistics Plan) of 
planning permission Ref: 3353/APP/2020/2239 dated 30/09/2020 
(Erection of a detached two storey 5 bed dwelling with associated 
parking and amenity space including demolition of existing dwelling) 

  

26th April 
2021 

35 THE DRIVE 

NORTHWOOD 

Part two storey part single storey side extension, porch to front and 
conversion of roofspace to habitable use to include 3 x rooflights. 

  

30th April 
2021 

5 LINKSWAY 

NORTHWOOD 

Erection of gates, brick piers & railings  

30th April 
2021 

34 WATFORD ROAD 

NORTHWOOD 

Single storey rear extension with alterations to fenestration  
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Planning Applications – Objections / Comments Made  
 

Validation 
Date 

Address Application Detail Comment 

1st April 
2021 

1 THE COVERT 
NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery including a 
crown reduction in height and parallel 
with fence line by up to 3m and reduce 
low limb by around 7m to One Oak (T4 on 
application), to Prune back to boundary 
line Two Hornbeams (T5 and T6 on 
application) all within Area 1 on TPO 400. 

Whilst there are some notes in the 
application and photos attached, there is no 
detailed Arboricultural Report attached to 
the application justifying the proposed work 
 

1st April 
2021 

48 MURRAY ROAD 
NORTHWOOD 

Details pursuant to Conditions 3 (External 
Materials), 6 (Landscaping), 14 (boundary 
treatment) and 16 (access road) of 
planning ref: 9357/APP/2020/2503 for 
the demolition of the existing detached 
dwellings with habitable roof space with 
parking, amenity, cycle provision, refuse 
and external landscaping and associated 
works. 

Plan 090_302 for Condition 6 (Landscaping) 
and the plan within the Report dealing with 
Condition 16 (Access Road) still shows three 
proposed refuse stores outside the 
boundary of the subject property on the 
grass verge to Lingfield Close and so on 
Local Authority land. The Plan in the 
Landscape Proposals Report shows the site 
boundary clearly. The grass verge is public 
land and the residents have had free 
unfettered access over the grass verge since 
Lingfield Close first existed. This would also 
be development outside the site boundary. 
We would want it made clear that if 
approval is given based on these papers 
that it specifically excludes the location of 
the refuse stores outside the boundary of 
48 Murray Road.  

8th April 
2021 

WHITE LODGE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHWOOD 

To fell three Hornbeams (T1, T2, T4 on 
application) and reduce height by 1/3rd 
four Hornbeams (T3, T5, T6, T7 on 
application) all within Area 1 on TPO 400 

Whilst there are some notes in the 
application and photos attached, there is no 
detailed Arboricultural Report attached to 
the application justifying the proposed work 
 

23rd March 
2021 

ST JOHNS SCHOOL 
POTTER STREET HILL 
NORTHWOOD 

Subdivision of gatehouse to form two 1-
bedroom maisonettes 

See objection below 
. 

 
8th April 
2021 

17 ELGOOD AVENUE 
NORTHWOOD 

Part single storey/part two storey side 
extension; part single storey/part two 
storey rear extension. Demolition of 
existing roof and replacement with 
habitable loft space. Demolition of 
existing rear facing ground floor 
extension. 

In view of the slope and difference in height 
between this and the neighbouring houses 
we request it is conditioned that the new 
side-facing velux windows are obscured 
glazed and unopenable below 1.8m in order 
to maintain privacy. 
There is no Planning Statement so we would 
like it conditioned that the flat roof is not be 
used as a balcony. 
The proposed extension is now similar in 
size to the application refused in 2017. 
We would like to see the retention of the 
boundary planting is conditioned. 
There should be a drainage report in view of 
the sloping site compared to the 
neighbours. 

14th April 
2021 

14 CLOSEMEAD 
CLOSE NORTHWOOD 

Porch to front and first floor front 
extension with alterations to fenestration 

There is no statement confirming the first 
floor extension complies with the 45 degree 
rule, and the front extension appears to be 
against DMHD 1 D i) 

15th April 
2021 

9 KEWFERRY DRIVE 
NORTHWOOD 

Two storey rear extension, conversion of 
garage to habitable use, alterations to the 

It is not clear if the first floor is within the 45 
degree rule when taken from the ground 
floor windows. 
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roof, first floor wraparound balcony and 
alterations to fenestration. 

The new side windows should be obscured 
glazing unopenable below 1.8m.  

13th April 
2021 

LAND FORMING PART 
OF 43 THE DRIVE 
ADJACENT TO 68 AND 
113 KNOLL CRESCENT 
NORTHWOOD 

Erection of two 
semi-detached 
houses with 
associated parking 

The proposed building is now bulkier at first floor level at the 
front compared to the previously approved plans and so has an 
even greater adverse impact on the neighbouring properties.  
 
The accommodation has been increased from 2 to 3 bedrooms, 
although the plans are misleading as the annotation by the front 
door shows an extra 10 sq m per house but states 2 beds, whilst 
the plan shows 3 beds, two of which are now upstairs. 
 
There is no Planning Statement so it is hard to interpret the 
South West Elevation plan that seems to show the house going 
below the existing ground level. If so that requires a Survey to be 
attached to the application to establish no adverse impact on the 
structural stability of the adjoining property. This survey should 
not be made a condition but be provided with the application.  
 
There are steps inside the ground floor but no obvious means for 
the disabled to get up/down them. The same applies to the 
external steps giving access/egress to/from the garden. 
 
The bedroom plans are annotated to show a low ceiling height 
for bedroom 2. 
 
Overall the proposed houses will appear out of charactor with 
the other houses in Knoll Crescent. 

19th April 
2021 

KIRBY GATE 29 DUCKS 
HILL ROAD 
NORTHWOOD 

Two storey rear extension with habitable 
roofspace and lower ground level and 
conversion of dwelling to 1 x 2-bed self-
contained flat and 5 x 3-bed self-
contained family flats with associated 
parking, amenity space, secure storage 
and refuse 

See Objection below  
 

23rd April 
2021 

15 LINKSWAY 
NORTHWOOD 

Two storey rear extension and first floor 
side extension 

It is unclear whether the new windows to 
the side will be obscured glazing and 
unopenable below 1.8m to prevent 
overlooking but they should be.  

28th April 
2021 

ST HELEN'S SCHOOL 
EASTBURY ROAD 
NORTHWOOD  

To fell One Austrian Pine (T157 on 
application) within Group 1 on TPO 627 

Whilst there are some notes in the 
application, there is no detailed 
Arboricultural Report attached to the 
application justifying the proposed work 
 

23rd April 
2021 

8 WOODRIDGE WAY 
NORTHWOOD 

Variation of condition number 4 
(Windows/doors) and 5 (Glazed 
Windows) of planning permission ref. 
71319/APP/2019/1246 dated 10/06/2019 
to allow changes to approved materials 
(Porch to front and conversion of garage 
to habitable use to include alterations to 
front elevation and side elevation and 
raising of roof). 

We do not consider that the conditions 
should be removed as they are designed to 
avoid overlooking of the neighbours 
property and comply with policy. 
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ST JOHNS SCHOOL POTTER STREET HILL NORTHWOOD 

 
DMHB 5: The property falls within the Gatehill Farm Estate and so is in an ASLC. As such the conversion of a single family home 
to flats is against policy.  
 
The property is Locally Listed and the proposal includes an alteration to the fascade so changing the external appearance which 
is against policy. 
 
DMH4 iii) Only one of the two units is being converted, and so the size of that unit falls below the minimum limit size of 120 sqm 
 
The proposal would result in the loss of two car spaces conditioned to be used by the Sports Hall under application 2018/149. 
 
There is no report under Critical Drainage Area (CDA), yet several properties in the area have been affected by flooding and so 
such a report is essential to show how they will deal with surface water management. 

 
DMHB 11 and Policy A1.22: the proposed side facing window on the north elevation should be obscure glazed and non-opening 
below 1.8 metres from finished floor level to prevent overlooking. 
 
KIRBY GATE 29 DUCKS HILL ROAD NORTHWOOD 

 
The NRA objects for the following reasons and requests consent is refused: 
 
DMHD 3: Basement Survey: This is a requirement where a basement is proposed. However, the site investigations are stated to 
be based upon 38-40 Ducks Hill Road, with a recommendation in point 3.4 to carry out a site survey of the subject site prior to 
works commencing. That suggests no site survey has been carried out and assumptions made for the subject site (11.1). There is 
also information relating to Youngwood Farm which is well away from the subject property. 
 
Bedroom No 3 on both the first and second floors north elevation do not have windows and so the proposal would result in the 
provision of habitable rooms with no/poor outlook and limited levels of natural lighting that would result in a substandard form 
of living accommodation and reliance upon artificial means of lighting which would fail to satisfy sustainability and energy 
efficiency objectives and would be to the detriment of the amenity of future occupiers, contrary to Policy. 
 
A1:22: The additional windows to the sides should be obscured glass and non-opening below 1.8m from the floor finish because 
they overlook the adjoining properties. 
 
A1.23 - The rear extension will permit additional overlooking and loss of privacy because the new windows would overlook 
habitable rooms to the rear, and particularly given the steep slope downwards to the homes behind. The Site Layout Plan states 
a distance of less than 21m to the property behind.  
 
DMH 4 iv): Whilst there is an extension, the application is substantially for a conversion and policy states there should be one 
flat per floor for conversions. 
 
Appendix C Local Plan Part 2: Parking Standards: 5x3 bed flats and 1x2 bed flat requires 11 parking spaces plus visitors parking. 
With 12 spaces showing on the plan that leaves just 1 space for visitors which is tight given the restricted street parking. 
 
DMHD 1 A) iii): The bulk of the rear extension is large compared to the original building. The application states a 40% increase in 
GIA so a significant increase in bulk. 
 
DMHD 1 B) v): All of the balconies should be Juliet and not full balconies, and in any case should not be permitted because they 
allow overlooking and so a loss of privacy to the adjoining properties. Balconies are stated for the first floor but it is unclear if 
the application includes balconies on the second floor as well. 
 
DMHD 1 B i) – the depth of the rear extension would appear to exceed policy. 
 
DMHD 1 B) vi): Given there is no statement to the contrary, it is unclear whether the 45 degree rule is breached. 
 
Comments:  
There is no Design & Access Statement or Planning Statement 
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Planning Appeals : 
 

Planning Appeals : Decisions 
 
5-6 FIRS WALK, NORTHWOOD 
 
The replacement of existing building (No.5 Firs Walk) with x3 2 storey houses and associated access and parking and the 
installation of vehicular crossover. 
 
Decision: Outline consent granted 
 
Reasons: In summary, a development of 3 dwellings would not harm the character and appearance of the area as it could be 
designed to the highest standards for all the above reasons. Similarly, it could harmonise with the local context by taking into 
account the surroundings, plot coverage and established street patterns, building lines and setbacks, streetscape rhythm and be 
well integrated with the surrounding area, having regard to landscaping treatment. 
 
Matters of appearance, scale and layout are reserved for future consideration where the effect on the development on the 
living conditions of neighbours, having regard to light and privacy would be fully considered. At this outline stage, there are no 
fundamental living condition issues affecting the acceptability of development. The indicative plan shows that three dwellings 
could be sited a significant distance from neighbouring properties and there would be scope to obscure glaze any windows 
above the ground floor, flanking neighbouring properties, to prevent overlooking. 
 
81 HILLIARD ROAD, NORTHWOOD 
 
The installation of a vehicle crossover and hardstanding to the front. 
 
Decision: Refused 
 
Reasons: Within the Domestic Vehicle Footway Crossover Policy (DVFCP) it states that such parking space must be provided at 
right angles to the road and that the minimum depth of the parking space should be 4.8m The obvious reasons for this are so 
that cars do not overhang the footway and so that difficult manoeuvres are avoided. The appeal proposal clearly raises conflict 
with this advice. It would necessitate a sharp and potentially difficult manoeuvre to both enter and exit the frontage, which 
could compromise the safety of drivers and pedestrians. In addition, it could lead to a situation where a driver entering the site 
would leave a car overhanging the footway as a result. In this latter instance, the safety and convenience of pedestrians could be 
compromised. 
 
In relation to trees, the proposal would be in close proximity to a large tree within the footway. The Council has expressed 
concerns that, in the absence of any assessment to indicate otherwise, the proposal would involve excavations within the root 
protection area of the tree and its future health would be compromised. The appellant has indicated that a suitable condition 
could be included within a planning permission which would require such an assessment. The obvious flaw with that suggestion 
is that if the assessment indicated that the tree would be unacceptably affected, the requirements of such a condition could 
seek to negate the planning permission to which it is attached. In my judgement the proposal would be likely to affect the future 
of the nearby tree and there is no evidence which seeks to contradict that view. 
 

Planning Appeals : Submitted 
 
31 FRITHWOOD AVENUE, NORTHWOOD 
 
Enforcement Appeal: Without planning permission the use of the property as a residential care home (Use Class C2). (NRA 
Objection Below) 
 
 
 
31 FRITHWOOD AVENUE, NORTHWOOD 
 
Planning Appeal: Variation of Condition 2 (Approved Plans) of planning ref: 8032/APP/2019/2401 dated 11-09-19 (Conversion of 
the existing property from a bed and breakfast (Use Class C1) to a single family dwellinghouse (Use Class C3)) namely; to allow 
the installation of a lift, conversion of a window to a door as shown on the side elevation, and the relocation of an en-suite from 
one room to another and introduction of a wet room (retrospective). (NRA Objection below) 
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NRA Submission to Planning Inspectorate: 

 
Re: APP/R5510/W/21/3270212 
 
Property: 6a and 8a HIGHFIELD ROAD NORTHWOOD 
 
Application Under Appeal: Conversion of roofspace to habitable use to include 2 rear dormers, 3 front rooflights and conversion 
of roof from hip to gable end with new gable end windows 

I am writing on behalf of the Northwood Residents Association, and support the refusal of planning consent. 

Hip to Gable: It is clearly stated in the Local Plan Policy Ref: DMHD 1 E) ii) that this form of development will not be supported 
and so the applicant was aware of that when making the application. This is more so given the property falls within an Area of 
Special Local Character. 

Dormer: The applicant has compared the proposed dormer to that consented for at 8a Highfield Road. However, whilst they 
state in para 4.2 the width will be 2.4m they have omitted to state that the dormer given consent at 8a Highfield Road was 1.8m 
and so a width of 33.33% less. 

When comparing the siting of the dormer under the consent for 8a Highfield Road, that dormer sits over the window on the first 
floor, whereas under the application for 6a and 8a Highfield Road it does not and makes the building look unbalanced. 

When comparing the elevation drawings for 6a and 8a Highfield Road to the approved plans for 8a Highfield Road the additional 
bulk in the application is evident.  

Layout: The proposed layout of the loft for 6a and 8a Highfield Road is very different to that approved for 8a Highfield Road.  

Chimney: The loss of the chimneys would be a significant loss to the street scene. 

Comments on the Applicants Statement: 

Design: The applicant in para 5.12 states permission should be refused for poor design. We agree with the Planning Officer that 
bedrooms with only skylights are a poor design and would result in a substandard form of living accommodation, which justifies 
the application being refused. Adding bulk to gain space, against planning policy, isn’t justification for that. 

The applicant states in para 6.5 that the design does not affect the neighbouring properties but we disagree, and do agree with 
the Planning Officer that the bulk would fail to harmonise with the architectural composition of the original semi-detached 
dwellings and would be detrimental to the character, appearance and to the visual amenities of the street scene and the 
character and appearance of the surrounding Old Northwood Area of Special Local Character. 

For the same reasons we disagree with the assertions in para 6.8, 6.10 and 6.12. The hip to gable and the dormers are not minor 
but do bulk up the property. 

In para 6.9 the applicant refers to 2/4 and 14/16 Highfield Road. Both of these sets of semi’s have gable ends, but are at each 
end of the block of 4 sets of semi’s. The middle two are 6/8 and 10/12 and neither is gable ended, so there is symmetry when 
looking at all four sets of semi’s. 

In para 6.16 the applicant suggests the proposed layout of 6a and 8a Highfield Road is similar to that given consent at 8a 
Highfield Road, but there are clear differences in layout. 

In para 6.18 the applicant says no evidence has been provided to show skylights are inferior to windows. However, the applicant 
has provided no evidence to show they are not inferior, and we suggest that, if one asked people what they would prefer, the 
vast majority would choose windows. 

In para 6.20 the applicant refers to another albeit refused application, stating the reason given was the hip to gable. On looking 
at the Planning Officer’s Report, it states the application was for (my highlighting) : ‘The application is seeking planning 
permission for the conversion of the roof space to habitable use to include a rear dormers and conversion of roof from hip to 
gable end with a gable end window to the first floor maisonette. The works would involve the removal of a chimney and the 
installation of 5 rooflights to the principle elevation.’ 
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Conclusion: 

Therefore, the NRA agrees with the Planning Officer’s decision and requests that the refusal is confirmed. 
 
31 FRITHWOOD AVENUE, NORTHWOOD  

 
Appeal Against Enforcement Notice:  

 
The Planning Inspectorates reference number for the enforcement appeal is APP/R5510/C/21/3266292  
  
 This objection is written on behalf of the Northwood Residents Association: (The bold type and underlining is ours):  
  
Soon after acquisition, the appellant submitted a planning application for C2 use, and that was refused at planning committee. 
We do question why the appellant has not listed out the reasons why the C2 use was refused given they state the LPA has not 
given those reasons under the Enforcement proceedings, but we have done so below.  
  
There were also a large number of objections submitted against the application for C2 use.  
  
We also note that the appellant did not appeal against the C2 planning application refusal, but have suggesting multiple 
times that the Planning Inspectorate can grant that permission under these Enforcement Proceedings. That would override the 
views of all of those who did object to that planning application for C2 use.  
  
We do have comments on various paragraphs within the Statement of Appeal, using their numbering:  
  
2.3 - Refers to three carers visiting during the day and a night time carer, but stating the carers don’t reside at the property and 
do not sleep overnight, yet there is a ‘sleep in’ room in the loft which is actually a fully ensuite seventh bedroom. That is a lot of 
care and facilities for the existing two residents, including the provision of full ensuite bedroom facilities for someone working a 
shift.  
  
In addition, we refer to the Legal Opinion attached to the appeal against the Planning Application also under appeal, and in 
particular Paragraph 11:  
  
‘We also understand that there are five carers and one floating manager in support of the service needs and that carers are 
present 24 hours per day, although no carer resides at the Property permanently.’  
  

On the other hand, Care Assist state in the Statement of Case in connection with the refusal of planning permission, para 10, 
with the highlighting being mine:  
  
‘New partitions were introduced to form an additional bedroom with en-suite and study on the ground floor. This would enable 
bedroom 4 to be used for a carer who might need to stay over,’  

  
3.12 - When the appellant made the application for C3 use, after having their application for C2 use refused, they submitted 
plans showing a standard large family house. That consent was granted. However, when they applied for the non-material 
alteration the descriptions of some of the bedrooms were changed together with the facilities making seven bedrooms 
all with ensuite facilities, and now providing much smaller communal areas. We agree with the LPA in their decision refusing 
consent for the unauthorised alterations in the linked appeal that they did facilitate the use of the property as a residential 
institution under C2.  
  
4.4 (d) – The appellant is suggesting the specialist care they are providing complies with C3 use. We understand that whilst some 
care can be provided in a C3 property, it would not be as extensive as that provided here. The appellant has already stated three 
carers are provided during the day together with a night time carer, and all for two residents. They have even provided a 
seventh ensuite bedroom, albeit calling it something rather different.   
  
In the application for C2 use the appellant stated some of the residents would have dual diagnosis impairments, which has been 
defined generally as substance abuse (drugs or alcohol) as well as mental illness, and hence, we suggest, the need for so much 
care.   
  
We therefore object to any suggestion that C2 use should be granted under this Enforcement Notice appeal.  
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5.21 – The appellants have stated they are not seeking C2 use, and that they are not using the property for C2 use, but have, in 
several places in the statement, said that it could be that the Planning Inspectorate can grant the C2 planning consent. They 
have said this but not given the reasons why C2 use was refused by the local planning authority. However, they have clearly 
stated within 5.15 that they are not seeking C2 use, yet they make so many further comments about how the Planning 
Inspectorate could grant C2 use. We make this comment in the context that they as a fall back they obtained planning 
permission for C3 use, but then fitted out the property as though it was for C2 use, and now they are making so many comments 
about C2 use.  
  
The appellants and the Legal Opinion (Para 19) attached to the Planning Refusal Appeal, keep stating that up to six separate 
individuals can reside and it is still C3. We do not object to their being six residents. However, we suggest the relevant difference 
here is the level of care provided which makes this a C2 use and that it is the intensity of the care needed by those residing that 
shows it to be a C2 care facility.  
  
5.27 – The appellant says the LPA has not stated the reasons for objecting to C2 use, yet the LPA refused their planning 
application for C2 use which set out the reasons, and the appellant did not appeal against that refusal.  
  
5.28 – The appellant has stated all the unauthorised changes carried out without consent would be retained for a C2 use, which 
we suggest therefore confirms the LPA reason for refusal being that the unauthorised alterations facilitate the use of the 
property for C2 use.  
  
5.29 - The LPA did make it clear why they refused the planning application for C2 use, but the appellant has not stated those 
here, although knows of them. We also suggest that it is also clear that planning permission is required to change the use from 
C3 to C2 use, so that would be a material change.  
  
Quoting from the Planning Officer’s Report, the reasons given for refusal of C2 use were, with our highlighting:  
  
‘The applicant has clarified that clients will have mental Health such as Dementia, depression and eating disorders and 
sometimes may have a Dual Diagnosis & Sensory Impairment (such as physical disabilities), or may have a secondary health 
related issue such as Parkinson or need cancer care. As regards how the premises will be managed the applicant has stated that 
'a competent manager will always be available to support the team with an out of hours on call management system from 
10pm- 8am'.   
  

Officers have concerns that the level of care that is to be provided to future occupants will result in a facility with the potential 
for 24 hour noise disturbance in an entirely residential area and it is not considered that planning conditions could address such 
concerns. The applicant states security measures are to be implemented and a member of staff being present on site 24 hours a 
day. Unlike the existing bed and breakfast facility (which has no history at all of noise complaints) the proposed use is 
considered likely to have comings and goings of staff and possibly even emergency services over a 24 hour period. In a location 
with a low background noise this is considered likely to be to the detriment of neighbours amenity.   
  

A very large number of objections have been received in relation to this application Date Application Valid: 22/11/2018 raising 
concerns about the perception of crime. The description of development of this proposal refers to persons with dual diagnosis 
impairments. This put simply means the building will be used to look after persons with a history of drug dependency issues. 
Whereas the term dual disorder does not in itself mean the drug dependency would have involved use of needles it is typically a 
term used to describe those who have experienced serious mental health/drug dependency issues. The application has attracted 
very extensive objections (167 individual objections and two petitions), many objections are linked to their being a Primary 
school (Frithwood prinary School) nearby. Fear of crime or public safety can be a material consideration when it has a clear 
rational basis. In this case locating a premises which looks after those who have had a history of drug dependency issues (hence 
might give rise to children coming into contact with drug users or drug paraphernalia) close to a Primary School is considered to 
represent a rational fear of crime/public safety and give rise to land use planning consideration concerns. Put simply the 
proposed change of use is considered unacceptable as it is not considered an appropriate location for a facility which looks after 
persons with possibly severe mental health issues such as dual diagnosis impairments.  
  
Despite the applicant indicating they can implement a number of security measures (such as 24 hour care), there is no way of 
ruling out future incidents of crime. Given the nature of vulnerability of the occupants and the site's proximity 
to Frithwood Primary School, there is a reasonable basis that this could increase the perception of crime and undermine the 
quality of life of local residents.’  
  
5.34 – The appellants claim there will not be more than six residents at any one time, so why construct a 
seventh ensuite bedroom, albeit calling it something quite different? It would suggest full sleeping and bathroom facilities for a 
carer overnight although the appellant has stated that will not be the case. Having said that, we again refer to the statement 
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made in the Statement of Case by the appellant in connection with the refusal of planning permission, para 10, with the 
highlighting being mine:  
  

‘New partitions were introduced to form an additional bedroom with en-suite and study on the ground floor. This would enable 
bedroom 4 to be used for a carer who might need to stay over,’  

  
In addition:  
  
Reference is made in the Legal Opinion, Para 6, to the case of, ‘Land at 316 Westrow Drive, Barking’:  
  
‘I saw at my site visit that the layout of the property is largely what is expected of a family home with communal lounge, kitchen 
and garden areas.’  
  
The same does not apply here with relatively small communal areas and seven bedrooms all with en-suite facilities. Taking also 
the appellants statement these changes would apply to a C2 property we suggest the layout here is not as a C3 single family 
dwelling.  
  
5.41 - Again there is a contradiction by the appellant when they say that they are not asking for C2 use, but suggesting multiple 
times that it can be granted under this appeal nevertheless.   
  
The Care Assist website explains they are registered under the Care Quality Commission which we suggest also points to the 
appellants business being a C2 use rather than C3 use.  
  
5.56 - the appellant wants nine months to rehouse two residents. Why would it require so much time to rehouse them if they 
would slot into a C3 use?  
  
 Conclusion:  
  
We believe the appellant is providing a C2 use given the extent of the care provided, and the Enforcement Notice should be 
applied.  
  
We believe the LPA made it very clear why they refused C2 use, and the appellant did not appeal against that refusal.  
  
The assertion by the appellant that they are using the premises for C3 (b) does not accord given the amount of care they state is 
provided.  
  
We believe the intensification of the alterations carried out, both those requested in the planning application under appeal and 
the other changes shown on the plans, taken together, are designed more for C2 use than for C3 use and so should be 
removed.   
  
We agree with the reason given by the LPA for refusal of planning consent that the alterations carried out facilitate use of the 
property as a C2 residential institution.  
  
This submission should also be treated as submitted for the appeal against the refusal of planning permission under the linked 
case, where our submission is:  
  
 31 FRITHWOOD AVENUE, NORTHWOOD  
  
Planning Appeal against planning application refusal:  
  
The appeal relates to refusal of application 8032/APP/2020/2810 and the appeal reference is: APP/R5510/W/20/3262346  
  
 This objection is written on behalf of the Northwood Residents Association: (The bold type and underlining is ours):  
  
The appellant has requested a variation to Condition 2. However, Condition 6 says no additional windows doors or other 
openings shall be constructed with the reason given to prevent overlooking of adjoining properties. Here they want to change a 
window to a door which is in contravention of this Condition 6.  
  
The concern is the impact of the intensification of the changes, not just of those in the application, but the changes to the 
descriptions of some of the bedrooms and the significant reduction in common areas which would not be normal in a dwelling 
house designed for a single family, but, we suggest, would be for a C2 care home.  
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Referring to the Statement of Case:  
  
18 - ‘It is unfortunate that these works were carried out contrary to the planning condition.’ We suggest it is hardly reasonable 
to claim the contravention wasn’t planned. They are suggesting with this statement they are the victim, rather than the party 
that carried out works in contravention of the planning permission granted.  
  

40 – The appellant refers to shared needs of the residents, but here they need three day carers and another at night, so 24 
hours a day, for the current two residents.  We do not object to up to six residents, but do object when those residents need 
such extensive care, as provided, which we believe goes beyond C3. The changes on the plans, in terms of the changed 
descriptions of some of the bedrooms and the significant reduction in communal space, lead to the suggestion it will be a 
C2 use, and the appellant has stated that these changes would apply to a C2 use (see the Statement of Case for the appeal 
against the Enforcement Notice).  

 
69 and 73 – it is proposed to change a window to French doors on the side of the property which can increase light flooding 
affecting the neighbouring property. They have therefore failed to comply with Condition 6.  

 
Reference is made in the Legal Opinion (Para 6) to the case of, ‘Land at 316 Westrow Drive, Barking’:  
‘I saw at my site visit that the layout of the property is largely what is expected of a family home with communal lounge, kitchen 
and garden areas.’  

 
The same does not apply here with relatively small communal areas and 7 bedrooms all with en-suite facilities. Taking the 
appellants statement these changes would apply to a C2 property we suggest the layout here is not as a C3 single family 
dwelling.  
  
Conclusion:  

 
We believe the intensification of the alterations carried out, both those requested in the planning application under appeal and 
the other changes shown on the plans, taken together, are designed more for C2 use than for C3 use and so the application 
should be refused.   
  
Whilst a lift is not uncommon, nor are some ensuite bathrooms, we suggest that it is uncommon to have every 
bedroom ensuite and with such relatively small communal areas.  
  
We agree with the reasons given by the LPA for refusal that the alterations carried out facilitate use of the property as a C2 
residential institution.  
 

 
Planning Decisions Where Objections / Comments Made: 

  

3 ROY ROAD NORTHWOOD 

Single storey side extension, single storey rear extension and conversion of roof space to habitable use to include a rear dormer, 

4 front rooflights and alterations to fenestration (Application for a Certificate of Lawful Development for a Proposed 

Development) 

Decision: Approved 

Reasons: The proposed development constitutes permitted development 

18 LINKSWAY, NORTHWOOD 

Erection of a detached 7 bed dwelling with basement and habitable roof space to include 4 rear dormers including demolition of 

existing dwelling, replacement new wrought iron gates and piers and removal of the front boundary brick walls 

Decision: Refused 
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Reasons: The proposed development, by reason of its siting, size, scale and design, would fail to harmonise with the character 

and architectural composition of the original property and the historic character of the Copse Wood Estate, appearing as an 

overly large, incongruous and cramped form of development which would be detrimental to the visual amenity of the street 

scene and harmful to the character and appearance of the surrounding Copse Wood Estate Area of Special Local Character 

The Conservation Officer has raised strong objections to the proposed development, raising concerns over the design and scale 

of the proposed dwelling. This is a substantial addition to the street scene and would fail to harmonise with design features, 

architectural styles and building heights predominant in the area. Whilst acknowledging that other properties within the street 

scene have previously been developed in a mock Georgian style, this was under the previously adopted local plan and the 

cumulative impact of further such development would continue to erode the original character of the wider area. 

78 HIGH STREET, NORTHWOOD 

Conversion of existing Retail Unit to create 2 x 2-bed apartments (Class C3) under Class M of the Town and Country Planning 

(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended). 

Decision: Refused 

Reasons:  The cumulative floorspace of the existing building changing use under Class M exceeds 150 square metres. 

Insufficient information has been submitted in respect of the provision of adequate natural light in the Bedroom Areas at 

Ground Floor Level and the Kitchen and Sitting Room Areas towards the rear of the property at Ground Floor Level. 

The proposed development, by reason of its siting within the Northwood High Street Local Parade, would result in the loss of an 

essential retail unit that would be harmful to the sustainability of this Local Shopping Parade. 

31 COPSE WOOD WAY, NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery including a crown reduction by 2.5m to One Oak (T1 on application) within area 1 on TPO 398 

Decision: Refused 

Reasons: The tree appears to be in good health and pruning it would unnecessarily introduce multiple wounds into its crown, 

which would likely cause stress and lead to infection, affecting its long-term health; this would affect the safe useful life 

expectancy of the tree. Pruning would also result in weakly attached re-growth forming that would be prone to future failure 

therefore the opposite to making a more manageable crown as the applicant suggests the work will achieve.  

WILD ACRES, 3 THE BROADWALK NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery including a crown thin by 10% and reduction by 1-2m to Three Oaks (T1, T2 and T3 on application), To 

reduce three lateral branches growing over child's play area and encroaching into the large mature Oak in centre of rear garden 

by 2m to One Oak (T4 on application), To selectively reduce back to secondary growth point to balance tree branches on right 

side encroaching into the conifer hedge and crown thin by 10% to One Oak (T5 on application) all within Area 1 on TPO 395 

Decision: Approved 

100 COPSE WOOD WAY, NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery, including crown reduction by 1.5m to one hornbeam and six Silver Birch, A1 on TPO 397 

Decision: Approved 

52 COPSE WOOD WAY, NORTHWOOD 

To carry out tree surgery including a crown reduction house side by 3m, to one hornbeam (T1 on application) within area 1 on 

TPO 399 

Decision: Approved 

2A ROFANT ROAD, NORTHWOOD 

Two Cypress to fell, A1 on TPO 130 
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Decision: Refused 

Reasons: In 2020 (72626/TRE/2020/173) we received an application to fell four cypress trees from the front garden due to the 

damage they were causing. This was supported by an Arboricultural report and was approved. The applicant wishes to remove 

these further two trees for the same reason however their removal was not included in the original damage report and no 

further report has been supplied. As a result, there is no evidence that these two remaining cypress trees are involved in causing 

the damage. 

TANGLEWOOD, HIGHFIELD CLOSE NORTHWOOD  

To carry out tree surgery including a height reduction by 2/3m to Two Ash (T1 and T2 on application) and to monolith by 

removing crown One Ash (T3 on application), all within Group 1 on TPO 648 

Decision: Refused 

Reasons: The applicant has asked permission to reduce by 2/3 tree 1 and 2 and has provided "Ash dieback" as reasons for the 

proposed crown reduction but has not supplied any arboricultural evidence for this statement, as no arboricultural assessment 

has been provided. The applicant also has not provided specific reasons for the proposed complete removal of the crown to 

monolith on T3 in the group as opposed to the crown reduction proposed for T1 and T2. 

CALVER LODGE, 25, FRITHWOOD AVENUE  

To fell one Pine, T50 on TPO 156 

Decision: Refused 

Reasons: At the time of inspection, the tree was found to be in reasonable overall physiological condition with no obvious 

significant structural defects. The stem does have a reasonable lean toward Calver Lodge. The proposed work will result in the 

loss of a significant tree. The application has not been supported by written arboricultural advice or other diagnostic information 

from an appropriate expert. 

 

Enforcement Action By LBH 
 
None 
 
 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
 

Youngwood Farm, Ducks Hill Road – I have raised concerns about the storage use at the farm close to the entrance in Ducks Hill 
Road – this is being investigated by LBH. 
 

ACTION POINTS FROM LAST MINUTES: 
 

27 Green Lane, Misty Moon – objection submitted against the part of the pavement licence to place tables on the Dene Road 
frontage as the pavement width was too narrow – response from LBH advised they had inspected and determined there is 
enough room on the pavement. 
 
Cottage Hospital and Acre Way Surgery – I have emailed the CCG, and chased, but have received no response. 

FOR DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING: The proposal is to reinstate the Cottage Hospital and relocate the Acre Way Surgery there 
together with other NHS services, and also to build 70 flats in two four storey blocks to provide 31 one-bed units, 34 two-bed-
units, and 5 3-bed flats with 69 car spaces.  

 
The neighbouring blocks of flats are three storeys, and so will adversely impact those properties. Access to the rear of the Health 
Centre will be through Juniper Close, and it is anticipated there will be significant parking overspill in the surrounding streets. 
 
The NHSPS says the scheme must be self-funding and require the omission of the requirement for affordable housing. The 
financial appraisal attached to the application says they doubt the proposed scheme will generate a price to cover the cost of 
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the new Health Centre, so the risk is a) They return with a request for even more flats; b) They move the Acre Way Surgery to 
another site and sell the whole site for residential development; c) Nothing happens including no new Health Centre. 
 
A petition and objection has been submitted by the residents of Juniper Court. 
 
We have been asked by NHRA to join them in objecting to the planning application, and propose doing so. 
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Traffic & Highways – May 2021 

 
The Avenue/Rickmansworth Road/High Street 
Water main replacement by Affinity Water will continue in The Avenue and High Street, and commence in 
Rickmansworth Road in July (see below).  I understand that these are phases of an on-going operation in 
Northwood via Hillside Road to Potter Street Hill over the next few months. 
Details 
Location:  The Avenue from junction with Eaton Gate to Rickmansworth Road 
Contractor:  Affinity Water 
Dates:  18/5– 1/7 
Description:  Renew water main – temporary closure of The Avenue. 

 
Location:  Rickmansworth Road from the junction with Green Lane to High Street 
Contractor:  Affinity Water 
Dates:  2/7-10/9 
Description:  Renew water main – probable one-way traffic with temporary lights 

 
Location:  High Street from the junction with Rickmansworth Road to Church Road 
Contractor:  Affinity Water 
Dates:  13/4– 30/6 
Description:  Renew water main – one-way traffic with temporary lights. 

 
Parking Meters 

Answer re difficulties with using some meters in the dark is as follows:- 
Arrangements are in place to relocate the new parking meters to the positions where the old meters were 
located, this will restore adequate lighting for persons using the pay & display machines. These temporary 
positions were used to enable the council to meet the requirements of the free Christmas parking tariffs 
which coincided with the new machine installs. These and other works are included in the programme and 
are due to take place shortly. 
We wait to see how long it takes. 
 

Peter Lansdown 
traffichighways@northwoodresidents.co.uk 
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Police Report 

Previous meeting follow up:  

At the last meeting I was asked about the theft of a delivery van owned by Sharmans. Also about a 

gang of car vandals in Pinner, Northwood Hills and Northwood.  For clarity I wrote to our SNT and for 

some while they were unable to tell me anything as they were not aware about either incident. After 

some prompting I had the following reply:  

 

Just to let you know, myself and John searched back further on our systems about the Shaman’s van 

that was taken, and the criminal damage to vehicles.  

The Sharman’s van was stolen on Northwood Hills Ward, which is why it didn’t show up last time. It 

was taken from Alandale Drive and has not yet been recovered. There was a total of seven reports of 

criminal damage to vehicles that we believe are linked to a group (as the reports have a similar MO) 

however these were all in Northwood Hills. There were a further 3 reports of the same nature in 

Northwood, however, there has been nothing similar since the end of March. We will look out for any 

reports of a similar MO in the future. 

 

Speeding Operations  

These are still not happening and I am getting very frustrated with the dithering of the Police on this 

matter. It is one of the promises requested by the community. There seems to be some issue with the 

calibration of the speed gun but it is now almost a year since a proper traffic operation was carried out. 

PC Max Christmas is chasing this.  

 

Police Station  

It would appear from the email and link Ros sent a few weeks ago that Iron Aid have purchased the 

building. It will likely therefore be an Islamic centre providing a number of community services. As one 

of the Board members of Iron Aid sits on the Police ward panel he will therefore be very aware of the 

need to take special care of the listed building and some historical contents.  

 

Naked man on Ducks Hill Road  

On 23rd April a naked man was stopping traffic in the road and climbed on the bonnet and then roof of 

a car. It caused some panic and delayed traffic for some time. After enquiring with the SNT they sent 

the following reply.  

 

Yes we were made aware of the incident. Police did attend and the male was dealt with. I believe he 

was sectioned and taken to Hospital for treatment, and that officers dealing will look at any offences 

committed. 

  

Met Police web link  

When Ros sent the new website framework I clicked through the various police links to ensure they 

were correct. When I clicked a few times onto the Met Police website and the Northwood page it had 

listed a PC Nathan Pollitt as one of our team. As I don’t know him I asked PC Max to check.  It would 

appear he doesn’t work at Northwood if at all in the police service. PC Max is investigating.   

 

It also highlighted a large number of crimes listed under “Harassment” for Northwood. So I asked 

about that too. I am awaiting a reply.  

 

Further I asked why outdoor police stalls are still not operating. I was told that the Met are still looking 

at this matter.   
 

Philip Green 
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Membership 
 

This is my very short report – see Sunil Shah’s excellent IT report for more detail on development work 

done so far on new reporting NRA database plans, which he will explain further in our Zoom committee 

meeting. 

 

For the Spring Newsletter, Ros has sent copy to Kevin our printer, and I have given him the required 

packing list (37 boxes) to be with me hopefully Fri 14 May for collection by our ARSs and onward 

distribution to their RSs. 

 

I am warning them of our outline plans for the new members database, subs collection and reporting 

capabilities and will confirm to them when Newsletters have arrived. 

 

During the final stage of this lockdown, 7 members have delivered subs envelopes via Sharmans which I 

have collected, collated, and entered onto the database with emailed receipts to each of them cc their RS, 

and am sending cheques for the first 2021 collections to Rashmi as Treasurer 

 

Paul Barker CRS and DPO 

 

 

 

BUSINESS REPORT MAY 2021 
 

Green Lane: 

I spoke with Ash at the Northwood Health Foods.  He is not opening to the public just yet.  He will serve 

customers at the shop entrance.  No browsing.   

 

A new cafè (Blush coffee and desserts) is opening in the premises previously occupied by Jean Page Florists 

and they are moving across the road. 

 

I visited Home Needs and spoke with Osman, the manager, who is interested in joining as a business 

member. 

 

Cook have also adopted the “take away” style.  The product list is displayed outside, as usual, and 

customers need to order and receive their goods at the entrance.  No browsing. 

 

Loose Ends, the hairdresser, and Barnardos charity shop have both closed down in Northwood. Barclays is 

set to close down in July.  Bowleys have also closed down. 

 

Caffè Casa Mia has re-opened its little garden area at the back of the shop. 

 

 

High Street: 
A new Athenaprint has opened and the Kenway upholstery shop is closing shortly.  There is also a new 

care management service which has taken over the old “Paws for Thought” shop.   

 

Replacement of water pipes is ongoing and is causing congestion and reduced parking spaces. 

 

HL 

 

 

END OF REPORTS 


